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TRANSSC work plan

• Agenda item at each TRANSSC meeting
• Currently 46 line items
  • 19 active tasks
  • 20 routine or periodic tasks
  • 6 no action or no current plans
TRANSSC meeting structure

- Standard agenda for each TRANSSC meeting
- TRANSSC business and working groups
  - The 2 meetings in 2016 will involve review of draft SSR-6 and SSG-26 and review of Member States comments following 120 day review
  - Working groups meet outside of TRANSSC and report back
  - Correspondence working groups which report back
TRANSSC Activities for current term

- Main topic will be revision of SSR-6 and SSG-26 following completion of the 2015 review cycle
- Working group will be tasked to agree one calculation method and to recalculate A1, A2 and Exemption values – working in collaboration with RASSC (possibly 2 year programme)
Revisions of TS-G-1.2 (Planning and Preparing for ER to transport accidents involving RAM)

- Agreed that a new DPP will be jointly produced by TRANSSCC and EPRReSC for a SSG that will include TS-G-1.2 in its scope.
- Joint programme to develop SSG and both committees will be cited as authors.
- TO to be decided and budget issues to be clarified.
2016 - TRANSSC 32 and 33

• TRANSSC 32: 13-17 June 2016

• TRANSSC 33: 14-18 November 2016
Thank you